Mining regional passenger mobility activity using multiple data sources: A case study in Paris area
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Abstract

In the era of big data, traditional passenger mobility analysis approaches were challenged. There is a need to not only update traditional approaches, but also apply new data analyses approaches, such as machine learning approaches and multiple data fusion approaches. To accomplish that, this paper aims to develop a methodology to recover passenger mobility information from smart ticketing data, combing with other mobility and geo-location datasets on the large scale Public Transport (PT) network of region Île-de-France (Paris area), France. By linking passenger trip type identification with post behavior performance assessment through explorative statistical analysis, this research provides applications of Unsupervised Learning and Supervised Learning approaches for mining outstanding relations of passenger trips to specific mobility activities, such as trip time profiles and purposes. To confront the results of UL and SL, major passenger trip types were identified. A posterior analysis was proposed. The association analysis revealed that the identify types had statistically significant differences on the usage of different PT transport modes. A tool for both big data management and multiple data sources application related to passenger regional mobility analyses for Île-de-France (Paris area) is developed. This study offers a big data driven instance for future regulation and better anticipating the PT network performance by targeting the main users of different PT modes.
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Introduction

Understanding passenger mobility patterns on a Public Transport (PT) network is crucial not only for passenger behavior analyses, demand characterization and forecast, and transit evaluation and planning (Kurauchi and Schmöcker, 2016), but also for city evaluation and planning (Zhong et al., 2016, 2014). A core element of mobility patterns was passenger mobility activity (Alsger et al., 2018, 2016, 2015). However, passenger mobility activity analysis on a PT network were still difficult tasks, as there was lack of passenger’s complete and big sample journey trajectory data. In the era of big data, over the last decade, more diverse, accurate, abundant and large-scale new passive data together with related novel data processing and mining methodologies have become available owing to the deployments of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) and of Information and Communications Technology (ICT), and the increasing computational capacities. The new data, which were collected by automatic observation systems, are named modern data. A new branch of knowledge was emerged, the modern data measurement and data-driven methods for passenger mobility analysis in PT field [Aguiléra et al., 2014; Leurent and Xie, 2018; Pelletier et al., 2011; Yue et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2017a, 2017b]. Indeed, traditional passenger mobility analysis approaches were challenged. There was a need to not only update traditional approaches, but also apply new data analyses approaches, such as machine learning approaches (Lopez et al., 2017) and multiple data fusion approaches (Alsger et al., 2018, 2016, 2015; Wu et al., 2018).

Research contributions

To address the above-mentioned problems, the objective of this paper is to develop a methodology to recover passenger mobility information from smart ticketing data - Automated Fare Collection (AFC) data, combing with other mobility and geo-location datasets on the large scale PT network of region Île-de-France (Paris area), France. By linking passenger trip type identification with post behavior performance assessment through explorative statistical analysis, this research provides applications of Unsupervised Learning (UL) and Supervised Learning (SL) approaches for mining outstanding relations of passenger trips to specific mobility activities, such as trip time profiles and purposes. Thus, this study offers a big data driven instance to recover mobility patterns, the knowledge of which can be useful to improving network regulation and
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planning.

**Methodology**

The aim of this part is to design an approach for both big data management and multiple data sources application related to passenger regional mobility analyses for Île-de-France, France. We are interested in mining and analyzing passenger activity in Île-de-France. A trip is a complete journey between one pair of OD stations for an activity including short time intermediate activities in or near an intermediate station. Thus, a trip is composed of one or several trip-legs, where a trip-leg is a journey between one pair of OD stations along a single line (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Components of a passenger journey: TITO, trip-leg, trip, transfer and activity.](image)

**Studied site and multiple data sources.** The research revolved around analyzing passenger mobility on PT network in Île-de-France. Among the data provide by this region, in this study, we considered not only passenger related data, AFC data (Navigo data) which are about 13 million records per day (Siméon, 2017) and Transport Survey in Île-de-France (Enquête Globale Transport, EGT) (OMNIL, 2012), but also transit network and vehicle related data, GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification) data.

**Trip generation.** Four main steps are considered for trip generation: (1) data clearance, (2) trip-leg generation, (3) trip generation, and (4) passenger activity mining. This is accomplished by multiple data sources fusion approaches.

**Passenger activity mining.** At first, trip characteristic of each activity is studied. Since the generated trips do not have more information about passenger activity, except the generated time profiles of activities and trip information, for a direct analysis, we can only use Unsupervised Learning (UL) approach. The analysis is about trip time profiles, including travel time, departure time and arrival time of each trip. Then, for deeper analyses, the generated trips are confronted with EGT data which include more passenger activity attributes, such as trip purpose attributes including work, professional affaire, school, leisure, shopping, personal affaire, and home. Firstly, we extract the data of mobility on PT network from EGT to adapt this study, and calculate the statistics of purposes in each zone. We convert secondly generated trips to EGT data format by calculating the purpose statistics of each station. Combing the trip purpose attributes with the former UL trip time profiles, a Supervised Learning (SL) is proposed for this study.

**Implementation.** These methods are implemented in Python with big data management and machine learning packages. A tool for both big data management and multiple data sources application related to passenger regional mobility analyses for Île-de-France is developed.

**Preliminary results and discussion**

As for the preliminary results, a total of 13 million records of AFC data (Navigo data) on the March 14th 2017, EGT data on 2008, GTFS data and geo-location data in OpenStreetMap were applied. To confront the results of UL and SL, major passenger trip types were identified based on their mobility features, which were defined as, (Type I) morning activity trips mixed professional affaire, work, leisure, shopping, personal affaire, and school trips; and (Type II) afternoon and evening activity trips mixed professional affaire, leisure, shopping, personal affaire, and home trips. A posterior analysis was proposed. The association analysis revealed that the identify types had statistically significant differences on the usage of different PT transport modes with a descend order metro, bus, RER and tram. Such results can be used for future regulation and better anticipating the PT network performance by targeting the main users of different PT modes.

However, due to the availability of data, future work can be done to scale the analysis by extending the scope spatially and temporally. Besides, by integrating with other data sources, more features can be recovered to describe the motility patterns, such as geo-matching with land use. More sophisticated machine learning method can also be explored to improve the process of clustering.
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